Developing outcome measures for research
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There are challenges in developing outcomes measures; Professor Hall presents five top pointers for making rapid progress in developing outcome measures for research purposes.

Anyone who has worked clinically with hearing loss will appreciate that every patient’s experience is personal. This situation presents a practical challenge for how to measure treatment success. For one patient, treatment success may be about easier listening to the TV. For another, it may be about enhancing social experiences. Yet how can this diversity be addressed when an outcome measure for research must be the same for all participants?

Hearing loss affects about 300 million adults worldwide [1], and there is general consensus that hearing loss can have a negative impact on various aspects of an individual’s quality of life. Difficulties in everyday life attributed to hearing loss vary considerably from person to person, and the degree of difficulties correlates poorly with audiometric profiles.

Probably the single most important factor in designing a clinical trial to test out whether a treatment is working for patients is the choice of outcome measure. This is crucial because in clinical trials, therapeutic benefit is determined using (usually) one measurement collected from all patients (i.e. treatment and control groups), at a pre-defined point in time relative to the treatment regime. This measurement is called the primary outcome measure and the data from this measure is used to answer the main research question. The primary outcome is typically a variable relating to clinical efficacy, but could also relate to safety or tolerability of the treatment, or the patient’s general quality of life. Generally speaking, the primary outcome should be the endpoint that is clinically relevant from the patients’ perspective and relevant to healthcare providers in their everyday practice. In support of this, guidelines for good clinical practice state that: “The primary variable should be that variable capable of providing the most clinically relevant and convincing evidence directly related to the primary objective of the trial” [2].

Bearing in mind that the experience of hearing loss varies so widely across patients, there is no obvious outcome measure. Outcome reporting is typically based on a multi-item questionnaire that asks questions about a range of patient-reported complaints and generates a numerical score which indicates severity (Figure 1). The diversity of generic and hearing-specific complaints such as hearing disability, hearing handicap, quality of life, hearing aid benefit, communication and psychological outcomes perhaps helps to explain why so many different questionnaires have been developed to explore the impact of hearing loss. But these don’t all ask questions about the same dimensions of complaint. There is no gold standard [3].

This situation presents the healthcare professional with two major practical challenges:

1. How to comprehensively assess a patient for a precise clinical diagnosis? 2. How to measure the therapeutic benefit for determining clinical efficacy?

Figure 1. Outcome reporting typically relies on questionnaire that asks questions about a range of complaints.
whose composite score can be used to discriminate between individuals. For example, the Hearing Handicap Inventory for the Elderly (HHIE) asks 25 questions about the emotional consequences of hearing impairment, social and situational effects, with pre-defined cut-offs of the overall score for determining ‘no handicap’, ‘mild to moderate handicap’ and ‘significant handicap’ (Figure 2). However, the solution to the first challenge tends to be incompatible with evaluating therapeutic benefit. This is because questionnaire items that discriminate well between different patients at the diagnostic appointment are not necessarily sensitive to evaluating changes over time within the same patient.

There are no easy solutions to this second challenge at present, but at least there are clear pointers as to where future research is likely to make the most rapid progress. Here are my top five recommendations:

(i) Future research studies should be reducing the diversity of outcome instruments.
Recent systematic reviews of instruments for measuring outcomes in audiological research have confirmed unacceptable heterogeneity. For example, there are more than 200 different measurement tools for assessing hearing loss, and more than 100 for tinnitus (Figure 3). This is not only confusing for investigators, but it also makes comparisons between studies impossible. Solutions can be found to identify those instruments that have good construct validity, are feasible to administer and have good statistical properties, but recommendations will have widespread impact only by working together to create and follow consensus guidelines [4].

(ii) Future research studies should clearly state the outcome of interest, and how it will be measured.
For trials of clinical efficacy, investigators clearly specify what they expect their treatment to change. Hearing-specific examples include ‘effects on personal relationships’ or ‘conversation with a group of talkers’. These specific domain(s) of potential treatment-related change should define the clinical trial outcome(s). A measurement tool can then be selected for each outcome. And it is preferable to provide some explanation about why that particular tool was selected. Preferably the chosen tool should also have been validated for responsiveness to treatment-related change in the appropriate patient population. Helpfully, there are clear guidelines to choose the most appropriate tool [5].

(iii) Future research studies should recognise the difference between instruments developed to discriminate between patients and instruments developed to detect treatment-related change.
It is difficult to design a questionnaire instrument that is both discriminative and evaluative. To illustrate this with an example, communication difficulties and performance at work might both discriminate one patient from another, but only one of these might be responsive to treatment (e.g. hearing aids should improve communication difficulties, but might not necessarily affect working in an occupational setting). Averaging the benefit scores for these two different outcome domains could therefore compromise the sensitivity of the composite score for measuring treatment-related change. As a general rule, questionnaire instruments that successfully measure therapeutic benefit tend to be those with good statistical properties that enable the clinician or investigator to interpret specific complaints, rather than a global non-specific construct like ‘severity’ or ‘handicap’ [5].

(iv) Future research studies should interpret whether the outcome is clinically meaningful to the patient.
Just because a trial finds a statistically significant benefit does not necessarily mean that this is clinically meaningful. Statistics is all about numbers. It’s possible for a trial to demonstrate a significant improvement, even when the size of that change is very small. For example, if a trial enrols a large number of patients (high power) who have a low variability in scores (low variance). What is most important is whether the size of the change is meaningful from a clinical...
Various research methods do exist to assign a numerical value to clinical meaning often called the Minimal Important Difference (MID) or Minimal Clinically Important Difference (MCID). The most reliable methods take into account the patient perspective (Figure 4). How many hearing-related questionnaires do you know which have defined the MID / MCID for interpreting the change scores? Very few, I expect.

(v) Future research studies should describe both positive and negative outcomes. All too often there is a bias towards highlighting the positive benefits of an intervention, at the expense of describing any negative or null findings. One way to minimise such source of bias is to always consider outcomes relating to patient safety since these are just as important as those relating to clinical efficacy. These can include, but are not restricted to ‘adverse events’, ‘treatment-related adverse reactions’, ‘treatment adherence’, and ‘withdrawals from the study’. Another way to minimise such source of bias is to publish an outline of the clinical trial design and statistical analysis plan, while the data are still being collected. This includes defining the primary outcome and stating how it will be analysed. There are numerous public registries that provide such a publishing service (e.g. https://clinicaltrials.gov/, https://www.isrctn.com/, etc). And it is becoming increasingly common to publish more detailed clinical trial protocols in peer-reviewed journals (e.g. BMJ Open, Trials, Pilot and Feasibility Studies, etc).

There are no easy solutions to developing good outcome measures, but these five recommendations can guide future research studies and overcome current limitations.

(i) Reduce the diversity of outcome instruments.

(ii) Clearly state the outcome of interest, and how it will be measured.

(iii) Recognise the difference between instruments developed to discriminate between patients and those developed to detect treatment-related change.

(iv) Interpret whether the outcome is clinically meaningful to the patient.

(v) Describe both positive and negative outcomes.
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